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CCR Content Bank for ELA and Math 

Use native college- and career-ready 
assessment content to influence learning. 
 
Educators don’t need one-size-fits-all assessments. They want assessments that meet their unique 

instructional goals and can flexibly address any scope and sequence. They also want these 

assessments to match the rigorous expectations set by college- and career-ready standards (CCR). 
 
Fluence can help. 
 
The Fluence CCR Content Bank is native to CCR standards because native CCR content helps 

teachers address instructional shifts and prepares students to meet their post- secondary goals. 

Content re-aligned from legacy standards cannot do this.  
 

The Benefits of CCR Content Bank 

 • This more than an “item bank”; it is a content bank that elicits evidence of learning from each 

response so teachers can make meaningful instructional choices. 

 • Because Fluence content that shows the relationship between specific skills and higher-order 

thinking, it embeds professional development.  
 • The Fluence Content Bank features authentic, permissioned texts of appropriate complexity 

and documents student progress using DOK and learning progressions. 

•  Fluence CCR Content Bank is available through many data analysis and administration platforms .

 

http://www.fluence.net/
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The Fluence CCR Content Bank for ELA and 
math includes the following:  
• Broad and deep coverage for grades 2-high 

school with balanced DOK distribution 
• More than 34,000 items 
• Content for Literacy in History/Social 

Studies, Science, and Technology 
• More than 2,100 complex texts   —including 

authentic, permissioned texts— that are 
tagged with Certified Lexile measures and 
qualitative measures 

 Many districts use Fluence 
Assessment Creation Services to 
build custom assessments using 
the Fluence CCR Content Bank. 

Traditional and technology-enhanced items: 
• multiple choice 
• multiple correct answer 
• evidence-based  

selected response 
• short constructed response 
• extended response 
• drag and drop  
• dropdown 
• classification and sorting 
• graph plotting 
• ordering a list, sequencing 
• text highlight 
• number line 
• math formula 
• simple chart 
• formula essay 

 

2 In this drag and drop item, 
students actually place 
numbers in the correct 
locations on a number line 
similar to how they work with 
analog number lines. 
 

Technology enhanced 
items, such as “text 
highlight,” simulate real 
life reading strategies 
like close reading. 
 

Answer-choice 
rationales for all 
items and detailed, 
prompt-specific 
rubrics for all open-
response items 
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Distractors represent common 
errors, such as selecting 

inappropriate context clues. This 
allows teachers to examine error 

patterns to modify instruction. 
 

Correct Answer 
rationales support 
instruction by 
reinforcing 
targeted content 
and strategies. 
 

What’s Included? 

Educators in districts across the country use the Fluence CCR 
Content Bank to build assessment programs that meet their 
specific needs.  
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